The U.S. Department of Energy’s Oak Ridge Reservation

Global Innovation Leader.
Local Economic Driver.
The U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) Oak Ridge Reservation is a critical asset for our nation and the global
community. A world leader in transformative science and technology, Oak Ridge is a place of innovation and
creativity, where cutting-edge facilities and world-class talent converge to enhance national security, improve
the environment, and advance scientific discoveries. The Oak Ridge Reservation is also a job-creation engine,
injecting billions into Tennessee’s economy.
Despite the global COVID-19 pandemic, DOE’s missions never ceased in Oak Ridge. In fact, these missions
gave way to innovations that are helping to stop the spread of COVID-19 at home and around the world.
Discover the full scope of DOE’s FY2020 impact in Tennessee at https://eteconline.org/initiatives/doe-eis/.
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DOE’s total economic impact in Tennessee

Supports

43,000 full-time jobs
$4.2 Billion Added to state GDP

$940 Million

spent with Tennessee businesses
This study on DOE’s FY2020 economic impact in the state of Tennessee was conducted by the Howard H. Baker Jr. Center for Public Policy at the University of
Tennessee and the East Tennessee Economic Council. Learn more at https://eteconline.org/initiatives/doe-eis/
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$$$7.2 billion$$$$$
total economic impact in Tennessee

DOE’s total economic impact equals its contribution to Tennessee’s gross domestic product ($4,214,111,853), total personal income generated
by direct DOE employment ($2,924,759,810), and state and local sales tax revenue associated with DOE-related operations ($107,850,860).
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14,667 full-time jobs directly created by DOE and its contractors, plus
28,239 full-time jobs created indirectly via DOE investment in Tennessee

in personal income generated
by direct DOE employment
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added to state GDP

supports critical infrastructure, funds education and schools
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In charitable cash contributions
from DOE and its contractors
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The largest category of purchasing was in
professional, scientific, and technical services
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Learn more at eteconline.org/initiatives/doe-eis

